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Virtual Assistants: Voice-enabling UVS To Help
Find Resources Faster
AiRISTA and our ecosystem partner Speak to IOT (S2I) have created an integration
that uses a voice based Virtual Assistant for the Unified Vision Solution (UVS)
platform. Users are now able to speak into their smart phone to interact with the
RTLS platform. The demo uses several commands most useful for busy staff.
"How many wheelchairs are on the floor?"
"Where is the nearest wheelchair?"
"Where is the bariatric wheelchair?"
The phone provides a voice response and a floorplan served up from UVS with the
location of the requested resource using S2I’s natural language processing engine.
According to Gartner, by 2025, 40% of advanced virtual assistants will be skilled,
domain-specific XVAS based on customized language models, up from less than
5% in 2021.
Click the image below for a 2 minute video.

https://7173635.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/72161511062?portalId=7173635&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=QCTc…
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Introducing New Customer/Partner Portal
Online Sales/Service Tools
Automates frequent sales/tech interactions
These portals will allow customers and partners to view and interact with
Quotations, Sales Orders, Invoices, Projects & Tasks, Help Desk Tickets,
Agreements with Airista Flow, and Subscriptions. Access all of your current statuses
in real-time.
Place hardware purchase orders
Pay invoices online
View financial status (credits, holds, etc.)
Role based access: admin, financial, technical
July 1 2022 launch date
Contact your sales rep with a list of users and their required access
level

https://7173635.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/72161511062?portalId=7173635&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=QCTc…
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National Nurses Week: The Winners & Losers
Nurses are also posting to social media on their last day of employment before
leaving for a new field. The most common reason to leave is the ever-increasing
patient ratio.
On the heels of National Nurses Week, many thought it was humorous to post to
social media the tokens of appreciation.
Pizza for lunch (“one slice per person please”)
Beach towel (“not very absorbent”)
Food trucks (“that we have to pay for”)
Badge reels (“it said Proud NICU Nurse, but we work in assisted living”)
White paper bag with chips (“gross”)
Nothing (“we are not allowed to call it Nurses Week. We call it Hospital
Week”)
There was one social media post about a Nurses Week gift that was uniformly
applauded. This hospital set up a room with massage chairs and free massages,
including aroma therapy. This post got lots of “likes”.
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Articles We Found Interesting And We Thought You Might Too
Surveyed nurses consider leaving direct patient care at elevated rates
"Nurses and other healthcare professionals shed light on why they are considering
leaving, as well as what might make them stay." McKinsey & Co.
How to Be a Compassionate Manager in a Heartless Organization
"What can you do if you want to manage your team with compassion, but your
leadership hasn’t bought into this philosophy? The author presents six strategies
that will help you be a compassionate leader in a less-than-ideal environment."
Harvard Business Review
Man to spend more than a decade in prison for assault on nurses at Pa.
hospital
"A Dauphin County judge sentenced a Harrisburg man to a minimum of 13 and a
half years in state prison for assaulting three nurses and attempting to rape one of
them in 2018, prosecutors said Tuesday." Security InfoWatch
Gartner's Magic Quadrant for Indoor Location Services
AiRISTA has been named a LEADER in Gartner's Magic Quadrant for Indoor
Location Services, 2022, for its ability to execute and completeness of vision. For
insights into the market and trends, click for your free report.

AiRISTA is Hiring
We are experiencing growth as customers embrace our simplified approach to
location based services. If you would like to be part of our team, we are looking for
people with experience in Sales, Customer Service, Systems & Solutions
Engineers, and Project Managers. Send us an email at HR@airista.com

Follow us on social to get the most recent news updates!

AiRISTA, 913 Ridgebrook Rd, Suite 110, Sparks, Maryland 21152, United States
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